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Musical Mnemonic Reflections
Lesson Guide



Mnemonics create patterns and meaningful 
associations with new information, thereby 
increasing retention of knowledge.  Musical 
mnemonics can be in the form of a poem, 
song or a rap. 

INTRODUCTION



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group, 

For the first step, create lesson-related 
Musical Mnemonics using one or more of 
the different approaches.  



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group, 

•OPTION ONE - Develop music mnemonics using 
KEY WORDS from the lesson.  

•OPTION TWO - Use lesson facts and varying 
SENTENCE PATTERNS to develop song. 

•OPTION THREE - Uses different sentence 
RHYMING PATTERNS to develop music 
mnemonics.



OPTION ONE is developing raps, poems and 
other music mnemonics using five or ten key 
words from the lesson, with accompanying 
rhyming words. First, choose a topic and 
some keywords.  



Then, as directed, go online or create 
manually.  Online, locate and let a free rap 
lyric generator do the rest.  Manually, create 
two columns on a sheet of paper. In the first 
column, list five or ten focus or key words 
from the lesson.  In the second column, list 
rhyming words that go with the words listed 
in the first column. 



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
Option I  - Using Focus/Key Words

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Assignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address):

TOPIC:
In the first column, list five or ten focus or key words from the lesson.  In the second column, list 
rhyming words that go with the words listed in the first column. A Rhyming Table, listing each 
letter of alphabet and common letter blends ensures thorough rhyming, is available.

Focus/Key Words Rhyming Words



RHYMING PATTERNS
Use the following table to make rhyming words based upon the rhyming pattern selected.

A N BL PH TH SQU

B O BR PL TR STR

C P CH PR TW THR

D Q CK QU WH

E R CL SC WR

F S CR SH CHR

G T DR SK NTH

H U FL SL PHR

I V FR SM SCH

J W GH SN SCR

K X GL SP SHR

L Y GR ST SPL

M Z NG SW SPR



A Rhyming Table listing each letter of 
alphabet and common letter blends ensures 
thorough rhyming.  Examples are available. 
Now, using these key words and rhyming 
words, proceed to develop your own lyrics. 



OPTION TWO is developing musical 
mnemonics using lesson facts and varying 
SENTENCE PATTERNS.  First, generate a fact, 
key point or step from the lesson.  Rewrite 
the fact using different sentence patterns to 
generate different rhyming words at the 
end. 



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
Option 2  - Using Lesson Facts

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT
Assignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address):
TOPIC:
First, generate a fact, key point or step from the lesson.  Rewrite the fact using different sentence 
patterns to generate different rhyming words at the end. 

Facts, Key Points and Steps

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.



For example, in the sentence, in 1492, 
Columbus sailed the ocean.  Move the date 
to the end to create Columbus sailed the 
ocean in 1492.  Add descriptive words, like 
ocean blue, to have in 1492, Columbus 
sailed the ocean blue.  



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
Using Lesson Facts

Fact One:  Example:  Columbus sailed the ocean in 1492.

From a lesson fact, generate different sentence patterns to determine your ending rhyming word.

Pattern One:  Example:  Columbus sailed the ocean in 1492.

Pattern Two:  Example:    In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean.

Pattern Three:  Example:  In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

Pattern Four:  Example:  



OPTION THREE is developing poems and 
musical mnemonics using RHYMING 
PATTERNS. A RHYMING PATTERN may be 
rhyming every sentence.  Another rhyming 
pattern consists of rhyming the first two 
sentence.  Then, the second two sentences 
rhyme with each other.  



In the last rhyming pattern, first and third 
sentence rhyme.  Then, the second and 
fourth sentence rhyme.  Use the Rhyming 
Table, if available.



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
Using Lesson Facts

There are also different patterns for rhyming.  Some of the most common patterns rhyme at the 
end of every sentence and some rhyme at the end of every other sentence, etc.  Select a rhyming 
pattern for your lyric, rap or song.

AAAA – All sentences rhyme with same word.

AABB – First two sentences rhyme with each other; second two 

sentences rhyme with each other.

ABAB – First and third sentence rhyme with each other; second and 

fourth sentence rhyme with each other.



RHYMING PATTERNS
Use the following table to make rhyming words based upon the rhyming pattern selected.

A N BL PH TH SQU

B O BR PL TR STR

C P CH PR TW THR

D Q CK QU WH

E R CL SC WR

F S CR SH CHR

G T DR SK NTH

H U FL SL PHR

I V FR SM SCH

J W GH SN SCR

K X GL SP SHR

L Y GR ST SPL

M Z NG SW SPR



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
AAAA

Create a rhyme, using the facts, with sentences rhyming with the same word.  Continue this 
process until all facts have been inserted into the musical jingle. 

FIRST 
SENTENCE

SECOND 
SENTENCE

THIRD 
SENTENCE

FOURTH
SENTENCE



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
AABB

Create a rhyme, using the facts, with first two sentences rhyming with each other and the second 
two sentences rhyming with other..  Continue this process until all facts have been inserted into 
the musical jingle. 

FIRST 
SENTENCE

SECOND 
SENTENCE

THIRD 
SENTENCE

FOURTH
SENTENCE



(Sheet of Paper)

MUSICAL MNEMONIC REFLECTIONS
ABAB

Create a rhyme, using the facts, with the first and third sentences rhyming with each other and 
the second and fourth sentences rhyming with other. Continue this process until all facts have 
been inserted into the musical jingle. 

FIRST 
SENTENCE

SECOND 
SENTENCE

THIRD 
SENTENCE

FOURTH
SENTENCE



Many resources are available online to 
assist you in writing raps, songs or poems, 
such as Rhyming Dictionaries and Rhyming 
Thesauruses.  
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